
STREET SCENE EQUIPMENT,INC. 950-70173
365 McCormick Avenue 1982 - 1993
Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626 CHEV GMC "S" SERIES

    Phone (714) 426-0590   Fax (714) 426-0591 2 DOOR BLAZER
SIDE SKIRT KIT 4 PC

     INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE: Fit all parts before painting ( See Special Instructions For Paint Prep. ) Parts that have been 
installed, preped, or painted are not returnable.

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation.

PARTS LIST
12 FT.   1/2" Two Sided Tape 1     Instruction Sheet 1          Street Scene Decal

30       1/8" Pop Rivets 1  Urethane Prep Sheet
1     RH Cab Side Skirt 1       RH Corner Shirt
1     LH Cab Side Skirt 1        LH Corner Skirt

TOOL LIST
                                              Drill Motor, 1/8" Drill Bit, Masking Tape,

CAB SKIRTS

1.   Open doors and set the cab skirts to body to the approximate mounting area. Clean the body section 
      where the two sided tape will be applied to. Do the same to the side skirts.

2.   Apply the two sided tape to the top edge od side skirt and set the side skirt against the body. Position
      and drill four or five 1/8" holes alony the top edge of flange in an area not seen with the doors closed and
      secure with pop rivets.

3.   Drill and rivet the front and rear of the skirt to the wheel wells.

CORNER SKIRTS

1.   Install the corner skirts on the body and mark the areas that will lay against the body. Once in place mark
     the sides of the body so that you will know where the parts fit.

2.   Using the markings on the sides, rough up the paint on the corner skirts in the area hidden from view with
      sandpaper and then clean it with wax and grease remover. Also clean the area that will be applied to 
      the body.

3.   Apply the corner skirts to the body following marks made previously. Drill 1/8" holes and install rivets in
      the rear fender where the corner skirts fold into the wheel well and underneath the corner skirts.
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